DECK MACHINERY

DESIGNING THE DECK:
A Q&A with Elliott Bay Design Group
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A

lot goes into deciding on
which deck machinery to
choose for your ship, whether
it be the winch system, a deck
crane, the length of wire
needed, and so on.
We thought it would be interesting
to know how naval architects work with
owners and operators in selecting the
appropriate machinery for a vessel.
On top of that, Reg Wren, senior marine
engineer, and John Reeves, director of business development—both with Seattle
headquartered Elliott Bay Design Group—
outline some common mistakes owners make
in choosing deck machinery and more.
Marine Log (ML): When it comes to
deck machinery, how does a naval
architect go about selecting the
types of machinery to install on a

vessel? Is it largely up to the vessel
owner/operator?
Elliott Bay Design Group (EBDG): The
owner and/or operator always has significant input and influence on selection of
deck machinery, and, a large percentage of
the time, they have specific preferences for
types and manufacturers or have already
made contacts with deck machinery representatives before a naval architecture firm
becomes involved.
If this is the case, the naval architecture
firm is typically tasked with a detailed review
of the owner preferences and development
of the details required for installation of the
“pre-selected” equipment.
The type of deck machinery selected is
primarily and fundamentally driven by
the mission requirements and operational
needs of the vessel. For new construction,

vessel support system requirements for
deck machinery are handled in the early
concept design phase. Retrofitting new
deck machinery onto an existing vessel
with existing hydraulic or electric capabilities requires evaluation of existing
structure, arrangements, electrical and
hydraulic systems.
Equipment cost, the owner’s budget, “Buy
American” and other regulatory requirements also factor into the selection of the
type of machinery to install.
ML: What are the basic criteria for
selecting deck machinery?
EBDG: The basic criteria are primarily
performance and cost. This includes:
• Mission Requirements—essentially, what
does the machinery absolutely have to do?;
• [Additional] Operational
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Requirements—what other features are
needed and desired by the crew? What are
the performance requirements that need
to be met?;
Purchase cost;
Reliability and serviceability;
Availability of technical support when
needed; and
Maintenance costs.

ML: What are the most common mistakes owners make?
EBDG: In our experience, they include:
• Purchase decisions overly weighted on
initial purchase price;
• Not understanding the full picture of
modification and installation costs;
• Over or under specifying mission and
operational requirements; and
• Not considering long-term maintenance requirements.
ML: What are the pros and cons of
electric versus hydraulic systems?
EBDG: Different systems have different
advantages, so the owner’s priorities are
important in selecting the right energy
source for a particular installation. New
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The type of deck machinery selected is primarily and fundamentally
driven by the mission requirements and operational needs
of the vessel, says EBDG.
construction provides the opportunity to
select an optimized system, whereas system modifications or retrofitting may be
constrained by the existing vessel structure, arrangements, electrical system, etc.
Electric Pros:
• Cleaner; and
• Lower overall installation cost.
Electric Cons:
• Serviceability by crew is typically
pretty limited; and
• Higher capital equipment costs.
Hydraulic Pros:
• Serviceability by both crew and vendors—there are hydraulic repair
shops in almost every sea port; and
• Availability of parts.
Hydraulic Cons:
• Higher life cycle costs (more wearing
and moving parts); and
• Cleanliness and potential for oil
spills/leaks.
ML: I imagine that different vessels require different types of deck
machinery. How does the machinery
vary from vessel type to vessel type?
EBDG: Widely. Commercial towing vessels require completely different types of

winches than do research vessels, than do
fishing vessels, etc.
Passenger ferries typically require little
to no deck machinery, whereas research,
salvage, and other specialized work vessels typically have many various pieces of
deck machinery. The length of wire and
spool speed varies by the purpose. Lifting machinery is also different and all may
have varying degrees of load or motion
compensation.
ML: Has the technology in deck
machinery changed much over the
last few years?
E B D G : The answer to this question
is largely dependent upon the type of
deck machiner y being discussed, but
generally these have been some of the
recent trends:
• Heavier reliance on electrical power
and controls with increased utilization
of Variable Frequency Drives;
• More emphasis on safety;
• More use of sensors and micro-processor based monitoring and controls ; and
• More emphasis on and incorporation
of technology that minimizes adverse
impacts on the environment.
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Reg Wren, senior marine engineer for
Elliott Bay Design Group, on the deck
of a ship.

